DESTINATION DISPATCH
Destination Dispatch is an ADA-compliant system that allows users to call an elevator and select their
destination. The desired ﬂoor is chosen from a lobby panel, and an elevator takes passengers directly
to their destination. If multiple people choose ﬂoors close to each other, the assigned elevator delivers
passengers only to the pre-selected cluster of ﬂoors. Accessibility is key to this system, with either vocal
prompts, a light-up indicator, or both directing you to the correct elevator. The unit comes standard in 7 or
10-inch options that are card-reader enabled and customized upon request.

Door-In-Door Solution

The Door-in-Door solution allows a single set of push buttons to be
used for both ﬁre and regular service. The inner door acts as the service
cabinet providing access to both the button and service keyswitches,
while the outer door provides additional access to the ﬁre service controls.

Touchscreen Destination Solution

Upgrade the Destination Dispatch COP with a Touch-To-Go touchscreen.
While in DD mode, the TTG screen can act as a next-destination indicator,
a digital signage board, or used for 2-way video communication. In
independent or ﬁre service mode, the graphics will automatically change,
allowing the passenger to select destination ﬂoors and eliminating need
for ‘hidden’ mechanical pushbuttons.

Destination Lanterns
MAD oﬀers a variety of Destination Lanterns to meet your
project requirements. Choose between our Value Series,
Standard series, or Concept (custom) design. From a plate
design to an illuminated ﬂag, we can match the design of
your building. Puck replacement and Ray Blade lanterns are
also available.

Kiosk Solution Mounting Options
The Destination Dispatch Kiosks provide a touchscreen
solution with an enhanced user interface for your elevator
passengers. Bring a versatile high-end look to your building
and provide your passengers with a ﬁxture that not only
gets the job done but feels good when using it. In addition,
this leading technology is non-proprietary, so it’s seamlessly
integrated into your building.

Surface Mounted DD Kiosk

Flush Mounted DD Kiosk
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